DURASKIRT PRO™ 30 YEAR UNCONDITIONAL MATERIAL REPLACEMENT WARRANTY

(PRE-TRANSFERABLE)

PURPOSE OF DURASKIRT PRO™:
When installed correctly, it is skirting that is designed to give a home the appearance of a poured-in-place foundation.

DEFINITION OF DEFECT:
Because DURASKIRT PRO™ is a hand-made concrete product, there may be some expected size and color variations which are not considered defects. Other variations such as, hairline cracks that may be present or may show up in time are also not considered cause for replacement under the warranty, provided the product is still accomplishing its intended purpose.

WHAT IS COVERED UNDER 30 YEAR UNCONDITIONAL MATERIAL REPLACEMENT WARRANTY?
All DURASKIRT PRO™ panels as originally installed for their first use. All DURASKIRT PRO™ joist fasteners that were used in conjunction with the skirting panels at their first use.

WHAT PURCHASER MUST DO:
For you to receive the replacement product/products you must supply photos, videos and other documentation to prove the product has failed to perform its intended use to a Company Manager. You may be asked to send the product to the address provided below. Include your name and return street address. You will need to pay for the shipping costs.

WHAT WE WILL DO:
We will respond once we have reviewed the product and documentation. If we decide to replace the product, we will contact you to make shipping arrangements and replace DURASKIRT PRO™ panels or DURASKIRT PRO™ joist fasteners with product of equal usefulness and/or value that is in production at the time that the product is being replaced. We reserve the right to substitute product. We will also discount the product from the publicly advertised pricing on www.duraskirt.com at a rate of 25% off.

WHAT IS NOT COVERED:
•Damages to anything other than the warranted materials, related or unrelated to their use or improper use.
•Misuse, abuse or improper care.
•Improper use of product.

THINGS THAT WILL VOID THE WARRANTY:
•Product that was not used as skirting.
•Product that is discontinued.
•Improper installation.
•Natural disasters.
•Act of war or declaration of war by country in which product is in use.

DISCLAIMER:
In no event shall Creative Concrete Products, LLC be liable for general, incidental or consequential damages including, without limitation, injury or damage to persons or property, arising out of any defect or packaging of the DURASKIRT PRO™ products, or arising out of any breach of the warranty made herein. Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty will last or the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damage, so the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you since this warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from State to State.

AGREEMENT:
For this warranty to be in effect, the owner must fill out and sign the form below and return the original copy to the address provided below. I have read and understand this document and agree to its terms.

Date of purchase_________________________ Invoice number_________________________

Home owner printed name:____________________________________________________________

Home owners signature:____________________________________________________________

Site address that the product is used:

House number:_________________________ City:_________________________

State:_________________________ Zip Code:_________________________

Warranty is activated after this form is filled out by the owner and returned to address below within 30 days of purchase.

Creative Concrete Products, LLC
Attn: Consumer Service Dept.
115 Lind St
Mount Vernon, WA 98273
(360) 419-9909